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INTRODUCTION
The Innovation Adoption Advisory Panel (IAAP) was formed as a collective effort to support continued
innovation in casino gaming product development and commercialization.
“Innovation is the only way to win.” - Steve Jobs
Ten years after the introduction of the first iPhone, we see - and feel - the increasing impact innovative
technology solutions have on consumers and business practices every day, proving Steve Jobs’ point.
The advance of technology innovation over the last decade continues to be essentially in line with Ray
Kurzweil’s 2001 essay, “The Law of Accelerating Returns” which stated, “An analysis of the history of
technology shows that technological change is exponential, contrary to the common-sense ‘intuitive linear’
view. So we won’t experience 100 years of progress in the 21st century – it will be more like 20,000 years
of progress (at today’s rate).” Consumer facing industries from mobile communications and media
distribution, to food delivery and travel, continue to evolve at ever-increasing rates. This innovation
creates entirely new levels of interaction and behaviors that are often adopted and become habit for the
end user at increasingly shorter rates.

Percentage of Ownership

Technology Adoption Over History

Years Following Introduction of Technology
As the upgrades cadence for mobile phones and PCs has accelerated, consumers’ adoption preference for
new solutions is also accelerating. Consumers are more attuned now than ever to a different cadence of
innovation in technology that results in new entertainment experiences and distribution channels. As a
result, industries that do not keep up the pace of new innovation introductions run the risk of losing
consumer buy-in and cultural relevance. The newspaper industry is one such example that has only very
recently begun to come to terms with more broad scale introduction of digital solutions and new pricing
models that can help them regain lost footing. The horseracing industry is a more extreme example of how
an industry can be impacted from changing consumer preferences.
When measured against the rate of innovation adoption in most consumer facing industries, innovation for
the casino gaming floor - one of the most sensory immersive consumer experiences - appears to be
significantly lagging.
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In order to confirm if this perception is in fact true, and if it is, what are the underlying reasons and what
can be done to accelerate the rate of innovation for the gaming floor to the benefit of casino operators
and their guests, GameCo, Interblock, and Konami Gaming formed The Innovation Adoption Advisory
Panel to compile insights from industry thought leaders that can help further spur continued innovation in
casino gaming product development and commercialization. In bringing together industry executives with
a diverse range of expertise and responsibilities, the IAAP can present a broad range of ideas to help
guide the industry on effective strategies for developing and adopting new gaming technology solutions.
To gather these insights, the IAAP invited experienced, senior level Gaming industry executives to
participate as initial panelists for the group. Once formed, the volunteer panelists were provided with nine
topics of importance to the industry. The topics considered included disciplines that impact the casino
gaming industry including: floor optimization, player marketing, game development, demographic-based
guest engagement, and casino gaming floor utilization and analysis. The panelists then provided their
independent insights. A review and analysis of these insights, including consensus opinion from the panel
members and other key insights, formed the basis of a perception study that comprises the majority of
the white paper presented below.
While the insights and suggestions arising from this perception study as presented below may be familiar
to readers as they cover a range of topics that have been part of industry discussions for the past several
years, it is the belief of the IAAP that more public discussion is needed in order to help catalyze new
actions around the adoption of innovative solutions that can help the industry continue to thrive. As an
industry, not talking about the opportunities or problems around innovation adoption can lead to similar
challenges that have impacted a number of other consumer facing industries that have been slow to adopt
technology innovation.

*UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ALL QUOTES IN ITALICS BELOW
ARE DIRECT QUOTES FROM AN IAAP PANELIST.
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INNOVATION ADOPTION ADVISORY PANEL MEMBERS

Greg Carlin
Chief Executive Officer - Rush Street Gaming, LLC
(22 years of Gaming industry experience)
Brian Eby
Executive Vice President of Operations and Chief Innovation Officer - JACK Entertainment LLC
(22 years of Gaming industry experience)
Todd Eilers
Principal - Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC
(15 years of Gaming industry experience)
David Farahi
Chief Operating Officer - Monarch Casino & Resort, Inc.
(12 years of Gaming industry experience)
Felix Rappaport
President and Chief Executive Officer - Foxwoods Resort Casino
(38 years of experience in the Hospitality, Resort, Entertainment, and Gaming industry)
Scott Schweinfurth
former Chief Financial Officer - Scientific Games Corporation, WMS Industries, Inc. and Bally Gaming
(22 years of Gaming industry experience)
Joel Simkins
Managing Director - Head of Gaming & Leisure Investment Banking, SunTrust Robinson Humphrey
(19 years of Gaming industry experience)
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INNOVATION ADOPTION ADVISORY PANEL: FINDINGS
In your view of the major casino gaming floor innovations introduced over the last 20 years - which
ones have driven higher or incremental revenues, and which have benefitted operations by providing
cost reductions? When considering innovations, which do you consider more valuable: revenue
generation or cost reduction? Why?
“You can't allow tradition to get in the way of innovation. There's a need to respect
the past, but it's a mistake to revere your past.” - Bob Iger
Responses from panelists proved that the conceit of the question posed was partially flawed. The
evaluation of value from an innovation is not dependent solely on either revenue generation or cost
reduction but rather, overall panelists believe that innovation should benefit revenue generation and cost
reduction, as well as the critical factor of the guest experience. More important than whether innovations
were revenue enhancers or cost savers is that their success was because they created a ‘win’ for both the
players and for casino operators/suppliers. Each of these innovations would not have been successful
without providing an enhanced entertainment experience for the players, and in turn, a revenue
enhancement or cost reduction for the casino operators and a revenue enhancer for the suppliers. In this
respect, not surprisingly, Ticket-In/Ticket-Out (TITO) easily achieved consensus as the most impactful
technology introduction in the last 20 years among the IAAP panelists.

The above chart illustrates that disruptive ideas are not immediately widely adopted despite obvious benefits. However, in a
Big-bang adoption cycle, the classic five adoption groups noted above collapses into only two segments: trial users, who
often participate in product development, and everyone else. The adoption curve in this case becomes something closer to
a straight line that heads up and then falls rapidly when saturation is reached or a new disruption appears.

Originally seen to be a technology that could help dramatically reduce operational costs through the
elimination of the need for coins, coin equipment, and associated staffing, TITO, had a very rapid adoption
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rate across casino gaming floors. Ticketing helped usher in the age of the low denomination wagering that
now dominates the casino gaming floor without requiring hand pays of jackpots or a player cashing out,
and is now also highly valued for its ability to help drive incremental revenue.
A similar technology to TITO, in that it primarily revolves around the interaction with payment or cash, was
the bill validator. This innovation, which helped to streamline the betting experience thereby increasing
convenience for gamers, was also seen by a number of panelists as one of the most impactful innovations
to be introduced in the last twenty years as it helped to lower costs and drive new revenue.
However, TITO and the bill validator in and of themselves do not directly drive the player entertainment
value experience; the core that is generally perceived to be the driver of player behavior and potential
incremental revenue for the gaming floor. What they did do was to enable new entertainment experiences
by making low denomination gaming an achievable outcome, which in turn led to new gaming
entertainment experiences. The adoption of TITO therefore did not happen in a vacuum. It had been tried
unsuccessfully a number of years before. The player experience enabled by the bill validator, the credit
meter, and new low denomination games which created new entertainment experiences all played a role in
the ultimate successful adoption of TITO.
As noted in the panelist quote highlighted above, these innovations succeeded and benefited from
relatively quick adoption cycles because they drove higher gaming play while simultaneously lowering
costs.
A more recent innovation that was noted by a majority of panelists as having similar impact on revenue
and costs is electronic table games - including “stadium gaming” - which helps to expand the definition of
table games and which are now in the early accelerating stage of adoption in North America.
What is also similar about TITO and the bill validator innovations is that they are both approaching the
long-end of the twenty year cycle for their initial impact on the gaming floor. That’s an extremely long time
in this age of technology-driven industries, particularly as we have seen Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating
Returns proven out across many consumer facing industries in this same time period.
That’s critical to understanding where the casino industry is currently positioned to adopt new forms of
innovation and how it compares to other forms of consumer experiences such as how we order or
purchase food or household goods, how we arrange for our travel (including local and long distance), and
how we consume entertainment. Each of these industries would arguably have consensus innovations
(likely multiple innovations) that are significantly more recent in their introductions than the ones adopted
by the casino industry nearly 20 years ago.
How long should new casino gaming products be provided when they are introduced before being
evaluated? How does the focus on measuring new product success based on performance vs. “house
average” affect expectations for innovations? Where should the casino gaming industry look for
models when setting performance goals for new products and games?
“It is impossible to escape the impression that people
commonly use false standards of measurement.” - Sigmund Freud
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According to IAAP panelists, the time new products should be provided before they are evaluated is a
minimum of 90 days and up to a year, with a consensus opinion generally in the six month time frame
including an initial evaluation period after 90 days. That can be considered a substantial amount of time
particularly as the casino industry is known for trying to “yield every square inch within the four walls of
the casino.”
“Often as an industry, we drop the games on the floor without merchandising, educating,
or driving play to them. With new innovation, you must provide
all three of these for the games to succeed.”
But, compared to other consumer facing industries, 90 days to evaluate a product’s potential impact to
generate new incremental revenue is hardly the blink of an eye. Consider one relatively recent example,
online food delivery. Pizza Hut introduced its first solution for consumers to order food online in 1994 and
their first iPhone app for ordering arrived in 2009. Grub Hub began operations in 2004 with some of the
other now popular food ordering apps starting up in 2012. And the benefit of these technology solutions
is still being evaluated. For an innovation such as TITO, the benefit to casino operators and players
became clear very quickly and the adoption became widespread across the industry.
But for new solutions, this won’t always be the case and IAAP panelists generally agree that the focus on
trying to yield every inch of the casino floor by comparing new games’ performance to house average
impacts the adoption of innovation on the casino floor, creating an impediment to generate incremental
revenue. In some cases the manner in which casino management performance is evaluated and
compensated perpetuates a culture that is not supportive of innovation. All too often, failure to meet
house average leads to the removal of a product even before it can be properly evaluated to determine if
it can drive new incremental revenue.
“The standard measurement of comparing performance of new innovative product to current house
average by denomination has been the mentality of slot floor managers forever. It is illogical and an unfair
comparison for new innovative games, hardware or systems.”
Overall, the industry fails to provide an easy to measure tool for a manager to evaluate the financial
benefit of a new game other than comparison to house average. While acknowledging this evaluation
challenge, panelists offered a number of suggestions on how to proceed going forward. One strategy to
break the cycle on comparing new innovation to house average that had a high consensus pertained to
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the location of new gaming devices. If a new product can only be measured against the traditional slot
machine or table game, ultimately operators will “understand very little about the machine’s ability to
generate incremental gaming revenue.”
By focusing the deployment of new solutions away from the traditional gaming floor, a new product stands
a better chance of demonstrating an ability to generate incremental revenue.
Non-traditional areas of the casino such as the sportsbook, lounges, and outside (or even inside) of casino
nightclubs should be considered for placement of new products, allowing new innovations to be evaluated
based on their ability to deliver revenue in areas of the casino that are not typically a focus of yield
management. “Testing Areas” for new innovation offer a similar level of opportunity for a new product to
prove itself without having to compete against established legacy solutions. Assuming there are no space
constraints, “incremental revenue should be the primary focus” for a new innovation introduction.
“Repackage, reconfigure, relocate and continue to push.”
Another strategy that achieved a high consensus among panelists was the concept of continual evolution
of the product based on player feedback and play levels. Panelists believe that operators and suppliers
must be willing to work collaboratively to evolve an innovative new product based on player feedback.
The outside industry most cited as an example for the casino industry to look to is the video game
industry. A number of panelists noted the video game industry’s willingness to innovate in hardware,
software, and systems. Content delivery platforms, including the video game industry and content delivery
(iTunes, Spotify, etc.), were cited as examples of how the gaming industry could migrate from pay as you
go to recurring revenue subscription models.

Video Game Console Sales Cycles Global Sales by Generation

For the last several years, video game consoles have been moving toward a tipping point. Now with all the major console
players on the same platform as the PC, a paradigm shift has occurred that will end the traditional five-to-seven-year console
life cycle. In its place will be a quicker console cadence, one inspired by the iterative nature of the PC and smartphone
markets.
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What are the challenges with defining a player’s real worth to the casino and using that data to place
gaming products? What are the limitations on current floor performance metrics, for operators who
are planning to invest in innovation?
“Information technology and business are becoming inextricably interwoven. I don't think anybody can
talk meaningfully about one without the talking about the other.”- Bill Gates
IAAP panelists are in agreement that better information is needed in determining the true value of a
player. The industry is generally perceived to be “lagging the travel and hospitality businesses as it relates
to value measurement.”
One of the challenges is that a casino typically has many disparate systems, each tracking different types
of guest transactions. These include slot accounting systems, sports betting systems, retail and F&B
systems, and property management systems. Regional casinos are increasingly following the path of
tourist market properties in their focus on non-gaming revenue, as gaming revenue has plateaued. This in
turn leads to a challenge in trying to determine a player’s overall worth to a casino.
Information, or more precisely the lack of comprehensive information, is cited as the biggest impediment
to understanding a player’s overall worth, particularly in determining if a new product helps to drive
incremental revenue from that player. As one panelist noted, “Generally most operators are still not
capable of fully gauging the value of total spend on restaurants, beverage, hotel, and other non-gaming
amenities.” Aggregating this data is not an industry standard practice. While burdensome, it could help to
offer a true holistic view of a guest’s worth.
Casino operators still largely make changes to the gaming floor based on game performance. However,
current metrics such as historical play data, average coin-in, and theoretical win, “do not allow an operator
to understand incremental gaming revenue.” And as a number of panelists noted, a new innovative
solution may appeal to an unrated player, making the level of incremental revenue even harder to track. A
new product may help drive new carded play from new players which in turn generates incremental
revenue and EBITDA. This type of play is hard to easily qualify and quantify.
Future Value = PV x (1 + r)n
PV = Present Value
r = Rate of Return
n = Number of Periods
More recently, operators are beginning to evaluate game performance by looking at both game
performance and player data in total instead of in separate silos. This can help avoid what one panelist
called “collateral damage” whereby an “underperforming game is removed but then it is discovered this
particular unit’s top player loses $20,000 a year at that game, only plays that game and would seek it out
at the competition if it goes away.”
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When introducing new products or innovations to the casino floor, how does the industry (operators
and suppliers) determine the marketing resources necessary to help players find and understand the
entertainment proposition? What are some effective marketing strategies for helping to make new
products more quickly and widely accepted by players?
"Ok, Houston, we've had a problem here." - Apollo 13 Command Module Pilot Jack Swigert
In evaluating consumers’ grocery store and retail store shopping behavior in “Why We Buy: The Science of
Shopping”, Paco Underhill notes, “The longer a shopper remains in a store, the more he or she will buy.
And the amount of time a shopper spends in a store depends on how comfortable and enjoyable the
experience is.” (emphasis added). While casinos are leaders at providing excellence in customer services,
entertainment, and amenities, when it comes to helping current and potential new players understand and
become comfortable with a new product, there is still a lot more that needs to be done by all invested
parties. According to the insights of IAAP panelists, the gaming industry continues to be challenged when
it comes to effectively and collaboratively deploying new innovation for the casino floor. One of the
challenges is that manufacturers do not have a natural channel to market directly to players; they market
directly to casino operators, and operators (when they do market a game to players) generally do so at a
high level and to their existing customer base. Even with the growth in importance of non-gaming
amenities such as clubs and restaurants, the majority of a time a guest is at a casino is spent on a gaming
device as several panelists noted.
Generally, less effective marketing - typically of “an old-school nature such as direct mail, billboards, floor
signage, etc.” is being directed to the gaming experience that guests value most, which also happens to
be the experience with the highest margin opportunity for the casino operator.
“You can’t know how much shoppers will buy until you’ve made the shopping experience as comfortable
and as easy as possible.” (“Why We Buy: The Science of Shopping”). Underhill’s insight can be adapted to
explore the central question of how to help players become comfortable with a new gaming innovation.
The gaming industry, as one panelist noted, “trails the bricks and mortar retail industry”, not typically
thought of today by consumers as on the cutting edge of innovation, in marketing effectiveness in terms
of product presentation. Another panelist noted that the “majority of casino creativity occurs in property
design and new amenities, which is important but not the primary target.” Still another panelist noted that
“consumers are increasingly facing ‘time poverty’ and more prone to distraction” making new forms of
marketing a critical initiative for the industry, particularly in the focus on attracting “millennials who are
tech savvy and used to new forms of marketing.”
“Logically, both the operators and the suppliers want the new innovation to be as successful as possible
and should be aligned in getting players to try the new product.”
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Integrated Marketing Initiatives

An integrated marketing plan such as noted the graphic above must drive Awareness, Understanding and Consumption.

IAAP panelists believe that collaboration between operators and manufacturers for marketing
coordination is critical to overcoming this challenge. As noted by a panelist, “We can’t just ask the
manufacturer for a 90 day trial and stick the game on the floor with no support and expect to see the real
potential in the game.”
Equally, manufacturers have an obligation to market the game to their target player demographic,
particularly if a new innovative solution is introduced on a revenue participation model. In that example,
“manufacturers should set aside a considerable marketing budget to push the new product.”
One idea for how operators and suppliers can jointly market a new product is the co-sponsoring of events
on the casino floor. Another is providing an exclusive on a new game to one property in a given market for
a length of time. This is a strategy that has been successfully deployed by the proprietary table games
suppliers as it allows the property to have a competitive advantage as both the operators and supplier can
work side by side to market directly to the player. This in turn can help drive demand for the product by
players – good old fashioned word of mouth – at other properties, once the exclusive expires.
Which offerings (gaming products, food & beverage, clubs, retail) do you feel are best at helping to
attract new casino patrons, particularly the next generation of players including gamers, and techsavvy consumers to casino properties? Once patrons are at the property, what are the right strategies
to get these important new demographics more engaged with casino gaming?
“If you build it, will they come?”
In “Field of Dreams”, Ray Kinsella had his “baseball field in a cornfield vision” drive him to capture a part
of the country’s lost connection to the national pastime. For the casino industry, the key question is not
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about how to capture a connection to the past, but how to continue to thrive in the future.
There is a rightly overwhelming focus today on attracting the next generation of players to casinos. The
majority, but not all, of IAAP panelists believe this focus is critical, as the core player demographic of 55-60
year olds continues to age and will need to be replaced by the leading edge of a generation that is
increasingly more tech-savvy and who have adopted new ways of consuming entertainment, some which
offer immediate gratification similar to the gaming experience. “The Millennial generation is also seen to
have less wallet share than preceding generations and they spend their money differently as well.”
This makes evolving existing casino spaces and experiences into new attractions that appeal directly to the
interests of a younger demographic critical for the industry. For the casinos that have them, night clubs
and day clubs are largely seen by IAAP panelists as the largest drivers of new visitation by younger
demographics. These venues offer the high intensity, social, and active experiences younger guests seek.
They also build on the industry’s expertise and success in offering the pinnacle of consumer-focused
entertainment, amenities, and service.
Esports venues and programs in casinos are also noted as an emerging channel for attracting new guests
to casinos. Esports venues and competitions in casinos are proving that Gamers are not the stereotypical
stay at home, non-social consumer. These events draw large, engaged crowds that want to socialize with
their peers. The casino industry has the expertise to monetize this experience. Panelists recommend that
casinos that do not have the footprint to create entirely new spaces such as nightclubs and esports venues
should “rethink how to leverage excess gaming floor space or perhaps underutilized ballrooms or large
format restaurants to develop similar concepts that can share in the younger demographic wallet and still
yield attractive returns and profitability.”
Once engaged at these new forms of tailored experiences the question becomes how to connect this
younger demographic to gaming. You can have the right venue but you also “need to have the right
products otherwise there is not much synergy between the two.” Panelists believe technology will be a
primary key in achieving this objective. Hybrid table games are one such example, and skill-based games
are another recently introduced technology solution, that were highlighted by panelists as the younger
demographic is highly engaged now with similar types of games on their mobile phones.

Along those lines, the mobile phone can play an important role in helping entice younger demographics to
gamble. From utilizing technology that helps a guest move from waiting on line for a club to enjoy other
parts of the casino without losing their place in line, or promoting to this guest directly through their
smartphone, utilizing available technology to reach this demographic through the ubiquitous mobile
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phone form factor is a strategy that should be explored. Additional ideas include developing faster, more
intuitive types of games that mimic what these potential players see on their phones every day. This can
help drive new incremental gaming revenue as can the development of new cashless technologies to
which Millennials are accustomed. New form factors, different than the traditional slot machine box or live
table game, that can enable a gaming experience in a non-traditional part of the casino should also be
explored by gaming equipment suppliers.
This discussion though also needs to consider the thought, that while the younger demographic has never
demonstrated a propensity to play slot machines, as it ages into the typical slot demographic, traditional
forms of gaming entertainment that offer instant gratification may still become attractive to these guests.
What are the key challenges for casino operators today in regards to attracting new players to their
properties? What role can equipment suppliers play in helping to address these challenges?
“Fresh activity is the only means of overcoming adversity.” - Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
As one panelist noted, “The new customers are really left to be those Millennials who are looking for new
entertainment and the quickly evaporating group of adults that have never been to a casino before.”
Engaging Millennials thus means competing against the ever-increasing availability of new entertainment
options. To successfully engage Millennials, capital needs to be deployed which changes the potential
return to a longer-term horizon. But it doesn’t have to be significantly longer term.
Panelists noted that the cost of most entertainment options has declined, and that the competition, as
noted above, for disposable income deployed for entertainment continues to increase. One strategy to
consider – and its one that has been discussed for the last several years - is to review the overall cost of
gaming entertainment now as compared to the past.

Newer games have a faster rate of play, bet configurations that encourage more spend per play, and
greater volatility. The result is that “over the last ten years, even if a casino had left their hold percentage
flat, the cost for the guest to play their machines would have still gone up over 15%.”
So, considering current game design and deployment that seems to prioritize short term economics versus
the longer term return of attracting potential new players’ needs to be a strategic part of the industry’s
conversations.
Gaming suppliers, operators, and regulators have the opportunity to “rethink gaming products while
hopefully working in tandem” to create games that appeal to a younger demographic. More social and
interactive games should be considered. Additionally, “suppliers have done a great job at taking
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traditional land-based slot content online for use in social casino apps, but they have not done a great job
at taking popular social gaming concepts and applied them to their land-based games.”
Suppliers can also work with casino operators to cross-promote events at the casino, including the launch
of a new licensed game that brings the spirit of the content from the gaming device to the larger casino
experience.
Pricing models for gaming equipment have remained fairly static over the last 20 years. When new
products and innovations are introduced how should the industry structure pricing for these products?
“Price is what you pay. Value is what you get.” - Warren Buffett
A casino operator is as likely to see that the cost of games continue to increase for a non-commensurate
level of new incremental return, as a supplier is to see that the insistence on free trials for new solutions is
a dis-incentive for spending on innovation. Rather than retread this ongoing tension as it relates to pricing
for traditional gaming products, our panelists formed a consensus around the concept that new innovation
introductions should consider new pricing models that can help the adoption rate for these products
across the industry. The consensus is generally in line with the concept of RFM analysis (Recency,
Frequency, Monetary), a marketing technique used to determine quantitatively which customers are the
best ones by examining how recently a customer has purchased (recency), how often they purchase
(frequency), and how much the customer spends (monetary). While RFM analysis is based on the axiom
that “80% of your business comes from 20% of your customers”, pricing models for new innovation need
to consider that new products may attract new players, thus leading to incremental revenue generation.
The panelists generally agree that the learning curve for players of new products will likely cause the
product performance to lag legacy gaming solutions resulting in the need for new ideas on pricing for
innovation. Suggestions for new pricing paradigms that can help provide the new innovation enough time
on the casino floor to attract the appropriate audience include:
• Start with an 80/20 participation model with the option to buy using the previous 365 days of
participation payments. The operator and supplier should also consider the option to replace the
unit with another innovative unit with the ability to apply the previous payments towards the
purchase of the new unit.
• Similar to the big box retail and department store industry, suppliers can rent space on the floor and
are responsible for the product and the revenues of that space with a rent for the space paid to the
casino along with a share of the revenue.
• Suppliers can pay slotting allowances similar to the grocery store business for shelf space and
specific location on the floor.
• Suppliers of new products can flex pricing terms on base hardware along with recurring revenue/
revenue share levels.
• Longer exclusivity options and/or favorable long-term pricing for casino operators that are willing to
take on the risk of testing and trying new innovation and game concepts.
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At the same time that new pricing models should be considered by suppliers for the introduction of their
new technologies, casino operators should help to foster the ability of suppliers to invest in R&D. As a
result of the intense regulatory scrutiny on the industry, there exists a high financial burden on gaming
equipment suppliers as bringing a new idea to market can easily cost over one million dollars. In addition
to being willing to be more open minded in their comparison of performance data for new innovative
solutions compared to traditional products (not comparing to house average), operators should be willing
to more openly share performance data and also be willing to grant access to players in order for suppliers
to learn what tweaks can be made to the game. This would bring the industry in line with the operating
practice of the mobile app industry where products are released and continually updated based on
customer experience and feedback.
“This topic has been a sticking point between casino operators and suppliers for over twenty years.”
How important is the continued growth of online / social / mobile gaming and iGaming for the casino
industry now and in the future? Does digital gaming have a positive or negative impact on land-based
gaming?
“There’s an app for that™” - Apple Inc.
iGaming (online, social, mobile) is a recent technology introduction that our panelists believe to be
important to both the near-term and long-term success of the gaming industry. The model is being proven
in New Jersey with same-store gaming revenue demonstrating solid year-over-year growth trends and
iGaming contributing true incremental revenue.
There is real data which demonstrates how online gaming brings in new customers, helps reengage
inactive customers and increases the average spend of existing customers. In addition, Atlantic City
operators have reported extremely high levels of engagement of new or inactive land-based players that
are participating in their online offerings, reaching in excess of 75%+ for the operators.

New Jersey Same-Store Gross Gaming Revenue
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The New Jersey model offers a clear example of the power iGaming offers land-based operators. And it’s
a benefit that IAAP panelists caution should not be ignored by casino operators if they are not exploring
already. iGaming can represent from 10% to 20% of total revenue for markets where it is allowed
according to one report.
“If casino operators were active in digital gaming and able to see the total picture of their patron’s landbased and digital gaming, and tie-in the marketing between the two platforms, they would then better
understand the value of digital gaming. So falling behind is not an option.”
Panelists were equally in agreement that the model for New Jersey, is the one to follow. “It makes
considerable sense for existing regulated players to hold these licenses given the existing checks and
balances, ability to comply with AML and other standards, and opportunities to cross market to their
existing database and new players.”
This also allows existing operators that have made significant investments in their brick and mortar
operations and are large employers to benefit from true incremental revenue.
Suppliers can also benefit from iGaming platforms as they develop new innovations. “Social/mobile should
become the best friend of innovative manufacturers!”
Research and development costs can be prohibitive when developing a plan for the creation of a new
innovative product and beyond focus group testing (which is beneficial), a supplier sees the success or
failure of the product determined in real-time when placed in a casino. iGaming offers a less expensive
testing ground that allows a game to be tested with players, refined, updated, and redeveloped as
needed even before the supplier needs to undertake the arduous and expensive process of regulatory
compliance.
For suppliers, iGaming platforms can serve as a proof of concept for a new innovation which can help
speed the adoption cycle for the product once placed in land-based casinos.
Looking ahead, what is your vision for the types of products players will be most interested in over the
next 3, 5, and 10 years? How much of the casino floor do you believe will feature “non-traditional”
products over these time periods? Has your opinion changed, compared to your expectations five
years ago? What are the key attributes for the potential casino of the future?
“We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see
plenty there that needs to be done.” - Alan Turing
The IAAP challenged panelists to provide their vision for how casinos and gaming products will evolve
over the next three to ten years. There was prevailing consensus in the responses that the critical aspect is
to focus on the guest experience. With the acknowledgement that no one has a crystal ball, excerpts of
responses from a number of IAAP panelists are provided below:
“Other than higher adoption of Hybrid table games, we do not see the casino floor changing much over
the next 3 to 5 years. Traditionally the gaming industry is very slow to adopt technology and with strict
regulatory environments it poses additional challenges that other industries such as online Social Casinos
do not face. One prediction is that casinos in ten years will be a little more structured like shopping malls
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than the casino floors you see today. Meaning multiple smaller section “stores” with different products/
niches catering to different customer groups.”
“We see strong demand for games that have social components to them. We’re focused on the
experiences, so the game is certainly one component of that experience but it’s also the music, the FF&E,
the access to F&B offerings, the customer service being provided and so on. As we launch new skill-based
products we will be heavily focused on the complete experience for the guest, not just the product we’re
offering. As far as how much of the floor will be non-traditional, I think that’s going to be a small
percentage for the next 5-10 years, but it will increase over time. Again, the key feature of the casino of
the future is going to be a unique entertainment experience. That is why our guests visit us. They want to
be entertained so it’s our job to continue pushing the envelope in order to give those experiences they
cannot get anywhere else.”
“I think you have to be careful not to get too far ahead of the market. As the younger demographic gets
older and has more discretionary income and their entertainment preferences shift, casino operators need
to have the right product offering for that core demo. I think going forward you will continue to see more
live dealer electronic table games and you will start to see more skill-based gaming products hit the floors.
I think you will also start to see more touch screen tables that have multiple game options.”
“I continue to believe that a slot machine, at its core, is an instant gratification device which works by
leveraging our minds desire to find patterns. The machines of the future will continue to allow our guests
to do this, but not necessarily with the use of reel strips. As with the adoption of new products in most
industries, I would suspect that innovative gaming products will have few early movers, a small proportion
of fast followers, but the majority will be late to adopt the new product. In trying to understand how much
of a casino floor will be used for non-traditional slot machines, it depends on the manufacturer’s ability to
design games for non-slot floor locations. If these innovative products are developed for under-utilized
square footage of a casino property, they have much greater potential.”
“Non-traditional products will play a big role in the future of gaming. Arena-style and skill-based gaming
will continue to expand, and we’ll see more integration with trends that are here to stay including virtual
reality, e-sports and video games. Innovation will be the key to determining what future casinos look like,
with tech and analytics driving how that evolution plays out. Ultimately, it remains to be seen how casinos
will evolve, but the experiential piece will always be key. The technology will change and the innovation
will continue to intensify, but at the end of the day, people will continue to crave a dynamic environment,
which is what we will always offer.”
“The pace of change in the industry is not rapid, but my current expectations are a little more advanced
than from 5 years ago. I do expect that to succeed, the gaming experience is going to have to change to
keep up with the times and regulators will need to find a way to allow societal norms to be part of the
gaming experience while maintaining the integrity of the gaming experience. The key attribute for
successful casinos in the future is providing a totally entertaining and engaging experience for the players
with intuitive interfaces and easy to understand games.”
“Picture a truly cashless and ticketless casino floor where big and small wins are, at the casino patron’s
option, automatically posted to their Snap Chat or Instagram accounts; where based on the patrons
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player card or ID#, the system recognizes the casino patrons’ preferences and changes the colors,
symbols, speed of play, risk profile of the game, etc. This is more of a 10 year out vision, given the pace of
change in the industry, but could be shorter if the casino operator, suppliers and regulators focused on
accelerating adoption. I do believe that traditional slots will continue to shrink as a percentage of the
casino floor and be replaced by more communal offerings, be it more electronic table games, stadiums for
electronic table games, eSports or areas where players compete on games on their smartphones, or other
traditional video gaming venues. Non-traditional games will grow as a percentage of games on the floor
but I cannot see them exceeding 25% of the space within the ten-year time frame.”
“Over the next three years the outlook for meaningful change in player behavior is likely limited; however,
over a 5-10 year window the ability to introduce games with new play mechanisms (ex: joy sticks and other
video gaming concepts vs. existing basic button decks) should be able to unfurl. In terms of how much of a
casino floor will be devoted to non-traditional products, similar to how low denomination games became
ubiquitous within a 5-10 year period, in a world where there is strong collaboration between all of the
relevant partners a tipping point can be reached whereby ten years out 5%-10% of the gaming floor can
be non-traditional and this this ultimately leads to the snowball running downhill rate for innovation
adoption. Importantly suppliers and operators will need to move "beyond the box" and think about a
much more engaging experience whether integrating portability, VR, multi-screens, improved sound,
customization (ex: why couldn't a player integrate their own music library into a gaming experience) into
new products.”
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INITIAL BEST PRACTICE TAKE AWAYS
The Innovation Adoption Advisory Panel was created to help spur ongoing dialog regarding best
practices for continued adoption of innovative new gaming solutions across the casino footprint.
Reflecting this goal, below is a summary of some of the key findings, insights and recommendations
following the initial work of the group. Follow-on reports are planned for the future as the panel looks to
build on these initial findings.
1. New and innovative solutions have the best chance to succeed if they can drive both incremental
revenue and cost savings. The key is finding the solution to a problem even if it is not readily apparent
(E.g. TITO). At a minimum, a new product needs to be additive to the player’s overall entertainment
experience.
2. When introduced to the casino and to players, the performance of an innovative solution should not be
evaluated by comparing it to the performance of a legacy gaming offering. Casino operators and
suppliers should work together to define new evaluation metrics that can help provide more
understanding on the benefit a new innovation brings to the total future value of a customer.
3. New pricing models and placement models for innovative solutions should be considered for their initial
rollout period compared to traditional gaming equipment pricing models.
4. Casino operators and gaming equipment suppliers need to work collaboratively in regards to pricing,
marketing, placement, and needed updates to give a new product a chance to catch the attention of
players.
5. Millennials and other younger generations are already enjoying non-gaming amenities at casinos and
incremental revenue can be generated if these audiences can be engaged with gaming offerings.
6. Suppliers and casino operators should be considering non-traditional areas of the casino property for
the placement of an innovative new gaming product in order to best gauge its ability to generate
incremental revenue.
7. When deployed correctly, iGaming offers benefits to casino operators in terms of incremental revenue
and marketing channel. It also can benefit suppliers as a cost-effective R&D function.
8. Development of products for the casino of the future need to consider not only the increasing comfort
all consumers have with technology-aided entertainment, but also younger generations’ demand and
expectation for new forms of technology-enabled entertainment.
It is important to break the cycle of belief that a casino’s customer is their customer alone. Technology
innovation makes the competition for that customer more challenging than ever before as a result of the
proliferation of gaming in North America and the increasing channels consumers have for entertainment.
The above initial insights from IAAP panelists begin to provide a road map for new strategies that can be
deployed to help the industry remain at the forefront of entertainment value through the increasing
adoption of innovative technologies.
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To learn more about The Innovation Adoption Advisory Panel or to become involved in future projects
the IAAP undertakes, please contact:
Richard Land or Norberto Aja
JCIR
(212) 835-8500
IAAP@jcir.com

GameCo, Inc. is a pioneering company uniting the experience of playing video games with the excitement
of gambling by creating the world's first video game gambling machines (VGM™). GameCo’s VGM is the
first platform to bring video game play to the casino floor engaging a new generation of casino customers.
The first video game skill-based gaming platform approved by any regulator in the United States,
GameCo’s patented VGM proprietary arcade-style cabinets allow a player’s skill to determine the payout
and winnings while maintaining the same casino-based economics as slot machines.

Interblock is a worldwide leading developer and supplier of luxury electronic table gaming products. Its
multi-player gaming devices set industry standards and provide the ultimate in luxury interactive
entertainment experiences. The Interblock brand is globally recognized for diamond quality gaming
solutions and technical support in more than 200 jurisdictions. Interblock’s exclusive collection of fully and
semi-automated electronic gaming tables and video gaming solutions provide casinos, arcades and
gambling halls with superior product performance and their guests with an unforgettable gaming
experience.

Konami Gaming, Inc. is a Las Vegas-based subsidiary of KONAMI HOLDINGS CORPORATION. The
company is a leading designer and manufacturer of slot machines and casino management systems for the
global gaming market.
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